Can a Virtual Human Facilitate Language Learning in a Young Baby?


1 INTRODUCTION

There is a significant paucity of work on language learning systems for young infants [2, 5, 19] despite the widely understood critical importance that this developmental period has for healthy language and cognitive growth, and related reading and academic success [6, 14]. Deaf babies constitute one vulnerable population as they can experience dramatically reduced or no access to usable linguistic input during this period [18]. This causes potentially devastating impact on children's linguistic, cognitive, and social skills [9, 10, 15, 16, 20]. We introduced an AI system, called RAVE (Robot, Avatar, Thermal Enhanced language learning tool), designed specifically for babies within the age range of 6-12 months [8, 17]. RAVE consists of two agents: a virtual human (provides language and socially contingent interactions) and an embodied robot (provides socially engaging physical cues to babies and directs babies' attention to the virtual human). Detailed description of the system's constituent components and dialogue algorithms are presented in [17] and [8].

While RAVE appears to be using the best available research to inform its design, there is still a question of whether it really could be used to facilitate babies' language learning. Is there evidence that the babies' behaviors are influenced and/or facilitated by the avatar's behaviors? As a first step toward the evaluation of the whole system, we focus on babies' behaviors toward the avatar which is providing multiple kinds of social and linguistic stimuli. We ask whether the babies' interaction with the system is socially contingent or a random distribution of behaviors from the parties. Can the avatar stimulate babies' production of socially contingent responses, and crucially, nascent language responses?

In this paper, we focus on babies' behavioral responses toward RAVE and especially toward the avatar's different conversational modes. We report preliminary results from an experimental study in order to evaluate the system's performance regarding the above questions, with the ultimate goal of evaluating the potential for AI/Avatar systems to facilitate language learning in young babies.

2 BEHAVIOR TYPES

For the purposes of evaluating the system's ability to engage in socially contingent interaction with the baby, we present our categorization of both the baby and the avatar's behaviors. Avatar conversational modes are as follows.

1. **Idle Behaviors** are nonlinguistic/nonsigning, and non-socially communicating neutral bodily postures. This behavior typically occurs when the avatar is looking at the robot or the baby as a 3rd-party conversationalist.

2. **Nursery Rhymes** are linguistic stimuli such as the "BOAT-ON-WAVE" nursery rhyme in ASL, with specific rhythmic temporal patterns at the core of all languages' linguistic phonological structure [8].

3. **Social Gestures** include social routines (e.g., HI), conversational fillers (e.g., affirmative head nod), and short lexical phrases such as YES! or THAT (i.e., English’s “right!”).

4. **3-Way Behaviors** are avatar’s communicative interactions directed to both the baby and the robot like “LOOK-AT-ME.” Below, we categorize the observations reported in [8, 17] of baby’s spontaneous behavioral responses toward the avatar. Note that these categories are not mutually exclusive:

   1. **Linguistic Responses** include manual babbling, the production of manual proto-sign-phonetic units, proto-signs, and imitations of signs
   2. **Social/Gestural Responses** include pointing, waving, clapping hands or attempts to copy the agents' behaviors, or social referencing to the parent;

   1. The formal linguistic notation of natural signed languages, such as ASL, uses glosses showing approximate English translations in capital letters.

   2. While the ASL NR is unique to the deaf culture, a rough semantic neighbor in English would be “Row-Row-Row-Your Boat”
3 HYPOTHESES

As a first step toward evaluating the system, we asked the following main research questions: (1) Do babies attend to the avatar and respond to its communicative behaviors? (2) Can babies with little or no exposure to ASL distinguish among the avatar’s different conversational modes; particularly as they appear on a flat TV monitor? (3) Can an avatar stimulate babies’ production of socially contingent responses, and crucially, nascent language responses?

Regarding the first question; one possibility is that babies do not see the avatar, or the agents collectively, as interesting social interlocutors or respond to them at all. Another possible outcome is that the infants may enter an agitated mode upon confronting an unknown (or “strange”) situation such as the RAVE system [3]. We use the rate of baby’s responses to the avatar as a metric to evaluate the overall system’s impact in terms of engaging the babies.

The second question asks whether babies can differentiate among the different avatar conversational modes even though it’s unlikely that these young babies understand the semantic content of the ASL language productions. This would corroborate the now-classic studies that demonstrates infant’s ability to discriminate categorically among classes of linguistic units in different languages based on their contrastive patterning (peaked between ages 6-12 months; [1, 11, 13]). Here, we examine the baby’s response rate to the avatar’s different conversational modes.

The third question is of scientific interest concerning the mechanisms that drive early language learning: does the avatar’s linguistic productions garner the baby’s attention, and in particular, garner linguistic responses from the babies? We hypothesize that it is the linguistic patterning that is important in the avatar’s productions, not its modality of language production and reception (here, signed; [11, 12]). Specifically, we claim that since we are correctly hitting on just the right temporal patterning in the avatar’s productions [13, 14], then all babies would be engaged by the avatar’s language productions over other conversational modes. We hypothesize that they would react with more linguistic content when the avatar was in this mode, as compared to its other conversational modes.

4 EVALUATION AND RESULTS

To address the questions about the impact of the avatar behaviors on babies, we designed an experiment whereupon babies interacted with the system in a controlled setting. 4 babies (ages 6-13 months) participated in an intensive case study. Babies were seated on their parent’s lap facing the system. Each baby’s experimental session lasted until the baby became distracted or fussy in which case we immediately ceased the session. The experiment consisted of several steps: upon arrival, the baby and the parent were greeted and introduced to the robot and then the avatar [7]. Next, a calibration process (a technical requirement of the thermal IR Imaging and Tobii eye tracking systems), followed by the interaction session.

The video-recorded interaction sessions were coded for conversational turns. Analysis was done based on the occurrences of specific behaviors as its the convention in child developmental sciences.

In answer to questions 1 & 2 above, a frequency analysis of baby’s behavioral responses (stated in section 2) to avatar behaviors was conducted. Overall, babies responded to more than 60% of avatar’s behaviors. In addition, a detailed analysis of babies’ different behaviors was done. Results show that overall, 17.9% of babies’ behaviors were linguistic, 48% sustained visual attention, 25.4% social/gestural and 36.7% were none of the above categories.

Next, we studied the relationship between the Avatar’s behaviors and the baby’s response rate. Results show that babies’ responses were not equally distributed across different types of Avatar’s behaviors. Babies’ response rate to avatar’s idle behavior was 37%, 85% to Nursery Rhyme, 75% to Social/Gestural behaviors and 85% to 3-Way behaviors. Note that the distribution of avatar behaviors was also not uniform: 13% of the avatar’s behaviors were NR, 13% 3-way, 36% were social, and the remaining 38% were idle.

Regarding the third question, babies responded differently when the avatar was in the linguistic Nursery Rhyme conversational mode versus other modes. The babies produced the largest percentage of linguistic responses to the avatar’s Nursery Rhymes (31% to NR vs 10% to Idle, 19% to Social, and 20% to 3-Way). Further, the babies’ responses to the avatar’s Linguistic Nursery Rhymes involved them to be largely riveted into a state of fixed and Sustained Visual Attention (77%). There appears to be a principled relationship between the avatar’s socially contingent communicative turn types and the babies’ specific responses. This relationship implies that the avatar was indeed having a linguistic impact on the baby.

5 CONCLUSION

The theoretical question of the present paper was to understand whether a signing virtual human had the potential to facilitate language learning in young babies. To address this, we studied the impact that the agent had on babies’ spontaneous behavioral responses, in particular, we asked whether the avatar’s linguistic productions in signed language would spontaneously trigger linguistic responses from the babies. We were especially interested if a very young baby would even detect the avatar’s different conversational modes, as the avatar was projected onto a flat screen.

We indeed found that babies spontaneously distinguished among avatar conversational modes. Babies produced different categories of behavioral responses to the avatar, and, further, their different behavioral responses were socially contingent (related to) the avatar’s different conversational modes. The results indicate that the babies were indeed able to detect the avatar’s different conversational modes even though all appeared on a flat screen.

One interesting finding was that babies produced the greatest percentage of linguistic responses to the avatar’s linguistic Nursery Rhymes versus other conversational modes even though most of them did not understand ASL and thus could not possibly have been understanding the meanings of the observed language.
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